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ABSTRACT 
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF REACTIVE CAPS FOR POLYCYCLIC 
AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS IN SEDIMENT 
By 
John David Anderson 
University of New Hampshire, May 2011 
Some of the most common byproducts from industrial production and 
hydrocarbon combustion are poly cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). These 
compounds readily adsorb to lake and river sediment, and represent a significant problem 
to humans and the environment. Capping technologies work as physical barriers between 
the contamination in the sediment and the greater ecosystem, In this study, capping 
performance is analyzed based on the removal efficiency of two different organoclay-
based treatments and a sand treatment, and the loading rate of PAHs onto the treatment 
materials. PAH loading rate and removal efficiency indicate the material's ability to 
sequester PAHs from the aqueous phase as they migrate towards the surface water. This 




Some of the most common byproducts from industrial production and 
hydrocarbon combustion are polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). PAHs have been 
thoroughly researched and are considered potentially carcinogenic and sometimes 
mutagenic in humans as well as the greater environment. These compounds represent a 
significant problem to humans and the environment. 
With the advent of more sophisticated analytical equipment, environmental 
contamination as a whole has come into greater focus by scientists and regulators alike. 
Specifically, PAHs have been shown to accumulate up the food chain as predators eat 
prey exposed by smaller organisms and biota. Once it was discovered that PAHs were 
appearing in analyses at low levels, bioaccumulation and biomagnification became a 
concern for human health as well as the health of other species in the environment. Also, 
contamination in lacustrine and riverine sediments has shown detrimental effects on 
ecosystems and has found its way into influent streams for drinking water treatment. 
Because of this, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has 
designated a list of priority pollutants, including 16 PAHs, that must be monitored in 
water entering a treatment plant and removed from water leaving an industrial site. The 
intention of this list is to minimize the risk to species in the environment, which in turn 
will minimize the risk of significant exposure to humans through biomagnification. 
PAHs are most commonly formed as byproducts in combustion reactions. They 
are usually formed through incomplete combustion of fossil fuels. Because PAHs are 
found along side fossil fuel combustion, PAHs have become ubiquitous in the urbanized 
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environment, originating from heavy industrial sectors as well as automobiles. The EPA 
has found PAHs in at least 600 of the 1430 sites listed on the National Priority List, a list 
of known releases of hazardous substances in the United States (Agency for Toxic 
Substances and Disease Registry 1996). The EPA also publishes reports on water bodies 
that exceed the total maximum daily load (TMDL) for PAHs, a measure that indicates 
whether or not a body of water will pass water quality standards based on contaminant 
concentration. Over 90,000 acres of lakes, reservoirs and ponds, 3,500 miles of rivers 
lakes and streams, about 1000 square miles of estuary and 133 acres of wetland that have 
been reported as above the TMDL for PAHs (EPA 2011). 
In animal physiology, PAHs affect transport across cell membranes causing cell 
death and react with intermediates to form mutations in DNA, creating a foundation for 
cancer. Not only are some PAHs recognized as toxic to the environment and carcinogenic 
to humans, they persist in the natural environment, readily adsorbing onto lake and river 
sediment causing concentrations to rapidly increase over time. The International Agency 
for Research on Cancer's Working Group on the Evaluation of Carcinogenic Risks to 
Humans lists seven of the 16 EPA-designated Priority Pollutant PAHs as probable or 
possible carcinogens to humans. 
Dredging and capping (examples in Figure 1.1) are the most common active 
attempts to solve the problem of PAHs in these ecosystems. Dredging requires the 
removal and disposal of large volumes of contaminated sediment, which can effectively 
treat the contamination in a natural system, but may also have detrimental effects on the 
ecosystem in which the contamination resides. Because of this concern for maintaining a 
healthy ecosystem, other forms of remediation have been proposed, especially capping 
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technologies. Capping technologies work as physical barriers between the contamination 
in the sediment and the greater ecosystem, while allowing for movement of water 
between the contaminated layer and the bulk water layer above. This technology has been 
in use for nearly 30 years and is still being developed. 
Figure 1.1. Examples of (a) dredging and (b) capping with a reactive core mat. 
Contaminant transport in sediment often happens through three distinct types of 
flux: diffusion, bioturbation, defined as the disturbance of a sediment layer by benthic 
organisms, and advection. The capping methods studied in this thesis are intended to 
provide protection of the water column from exposure to contamination by addressing 
each of these types of flux. Non-reactive caps decrease the diffusive flux of contaminants 
by increasing the distance between the source contamination and the ecosystem to be 
protected and act as a protecting layer against the disturbance of sediment by benthic 
organisms. Reactive caps perform the same functions as a non-reactive cap, but they also 
sequester contaminants during advection. 
Much work as been done to determine the validity of the removal of PAHs from 
aqueous environments using sorbent materials in the laboratory or in the field. This study 
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attempts to build on past work by capping real world sediment in a bench-scale setting. 
This setup allows for monitoring of the complexities of the system while also allowing 
those complexities to mimic those seen in a real world environment. Clear PVC columns 
lined with transparent Teflon tape were setup with individual pumps to allow for visual 
inspection of the treatment and its interaction with the system during the experiment. 
Samples were taken over the length of the experiment from sampling ports located in 
each type of layer, influent, sediment, sand and effluent, allowing for a more precise 
determination of the removal of PAHs from the system. 
In this study, capping performance is analyzed based on the removal efficiency of 
each type of treatment, the time to breakthrough for each type of treatment and the 
loading rate of PAHs onto the treatment materials. These three measures indicate the 
material's ability to sequester PAHs from the aqueous phase as they migrate towards the 
surface water. This study provides data for evaluating the relative merits of the different 
types of capping technologies investigated. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
2.1.1 Overview 
Some of the most common byproducts from industrial production and 
hydrocarbon combustion are polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). PAHs have been 
thoroughly researched and are considered potentially carcinogenic and sometimes 
mutagenic in humans as well as the greater environment. PAHs are produced in the 
natural environment but in less significant amounts than are released from human-
influenced sources. PAHs represent a significant problem to humans and the 
environment. Not only are some PAHs recognized as toxic to the environment and 
carcinogenic to humans, these compounds persist in the natural environment, readily 
adsorbing onto lake and river sediment causing their concentrations to increase over time. 
Because of their recognized risk to plants and animals, there is an increasing amount of 
work being done to minimize the impact of the hundreds of years of deposition of PAHs 
caused by industrial activity. 
2.1.2 Sediment Contamination 
Sediment is defined as a collection of loose particles of sand, clay, silt, and other 
substances that settle at the bottom of a water body (EPA 2010b). The United States 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) defines sediment as contaminated if it "contains 
chemical substances at concentrations that pose a known or suspected threat to aquatic 
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life, wildlife, or human health." Of nearly 20,000 sampling stations studied nationwide, 
the EPA identifies 43.0% of them as sufficiently contaminated to pose a probable risk to 
human and ecological health (EPA 2004). 
The prevalence of contamination within sediment, as well as new technology 
allowing for the detection of smaller concentrations of contaminants in environmental 
samples, has caused an increased focus on dealing with these pollutants, whether it be 
monitoring or remediating the sediment. Currently, there are three techniques commonly 
used to remediate contaminated sediment: dredging, capping and monitored natural 
recovery (MNR). Each of these techniques has its advantages and disadvantages, but this 
paper focuses on the state of capping as a viable remediation technique. 
2.1.3 PAHs: Chemical and Physical Properties 
The compounds analyzed in this study are in a class of compounds called 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. PAHs are characterized by multiple aromatic rings 
with various organic constituents. There are hundreds of species of PAHs, varying by the 
number of connected aromatic rings, the size of the aromatic rings as well as the 
functional groups substituted onto the aromatic rings. 
Chemically, PAHs are characterized as solids with low volatility at room 
temperature, high molecular weight and low solubility in water. The relevant physical 
properties of the sixteen PAHs considered in this study, as well as their IARC 
carcinogenicity designation, are located in Table 2.1. The chemical formula and 
molecular weight describe the relative size of these compounds within themselves and 
when compared to other compounds or elements. The PAHs with molecular weights less 
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than 200 g/mol are considered the light PAHs and those with molecular weights above 
200 g/mol are considered heavy PAHs for the purposes of this study. The chemical 
abstract service (CAS) number and chemical structure are provided for easy identification 
in references and chemical supply companies. The octanol-water coefficient, log KoW, 
describes a compound's affinity for organic phases over water and in this study speaks to 
the compound's relative affinity for sediment and natural organic matter when compared 
to water. Similarly, the water solubility value provides some indication whether a 
compound is readily transported in the aqueous phase. 
2.1.4 PAHs as Compounds of Concern 
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has listed at least sixteen PAHs as 
Priority Pollutants (Table 2.1). The Priority Pollutants list, which was compiled for the 
Clean Water Act, currently contains 129 compounds and heavy metals (EPA 2010a). The 
use of these pollutants and their concentration in drinking water is regulated by the EPA. 
Seven of these sixteen PAHs are listed by the International Agency for Research on 
Cancer (IARC) as having sufficient evidence to indicate that they are carcinogenic to 
experimental animals, suggesting a possible cancerous effect in humans. Four other 
PAHs are listed by the IARC as "possible" carcinogens (IARC Working Group on the 
Evaluation of the Carcinogenic Risk of Chemicals to Humans 1998; IARC Working 
Group on the Evaluation of Carcinogenic Risks to Humans 2002). 
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Table 2.1. Physical characteristics of the PAHs analyzed in this study. 










Acenaphthene Ci2Hi0 83-32-9 154 3.92a 3.8 
IARC Designation0 
Not listed 
Acenaphthylene Ci2H8 208-96-8 152 4.00a 3.93 Not listed 
Anthracene C14H10 120-12-7 166 4.45a 0.062 
^J^y^^y^ 
Group 3: Not classifiable 




Ci8Hi2 56-55-3 234 5.79D 0.0086 Group 2A: Probably 
carcinogenic to humans 
Benzo(a)pyrene C20Hi2 50-32-8 252 5.97D 0.00158 Group 2A 
Benzo(b) 
fluoranthene 
C20H12 205-99-2 252 5.78c 0.0015 Group 2B:Possibly 
carcinogenic to humans 
Benzo(ghi) 
perylene 
C22H12 191-24-2 276 6.63D 0.0007 Group 3 
Benzo(k) 
fluoranthene 
C20Hi2 207-08-9 252 6.11* 0.00081 Group 2B 



























































a(Hansch, Leo, and Hoekman 1995,2:) 
b(Mackay et al. 2006) 
C(IARC Working Group on the Evaluation of Carcinogenic Risks to Humans 2002; IARC Working Group on the 
Evaluation of the Carcinogenic Risk of Chemicals to Humans 1998) 
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2.2 Physiological effects of PAHs 
While research is still being performed regarding the effects of PAHs on humans, 
there has been significant research completed detailing the likely effects of PAHs on the 
environment. Knutzen (1995) details the physiological effects of PAHs in a study on the 
effect of PAHs on marine organisms caused by exposure to waste water. This study 
highlights two routes for damage caused by PAH exposure: a PAH molecule's ability as a 
lipophilic compound to react with or attach to cell membranes, and a PAH's ability, when 
broken down into an intermediate metabolite, to react with nucleic acid compounds such 
as DNA and RNA. When PAH molecules react with or attach to cell membranes, regular 
processes that occur in the cell membrane are affected, including transport disturbances 
across the cell membrane. If the cell experiences transport disturbances in the lysosome 
of a cell, the overload of the PAH can cause autolysis, or cell death, resulting in tissue 
damage. When intermediate metabolites of PAHs react with nucleic acids they cause 
mutations in DNA, which if not repaired, cause cancer. Other conditions associated with 
PAH exposure in fish are skin and liver lesions, impaired reproductive ability and 
cataracts. The study by Knutzen represents only some of the work that has been done to 
show that PAHs are likely detrimental to the health of humans as well as the greater 
environment. With over 10,000 known PAHs, there is much more that needs to be 
learned about these compounds to fully understand their potential impacts on the 
environment. 
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2.3 Sources of PAH Production 
There are three major sources of PAH release into the environment: natural 
sources, industrial sources and point sources, specifically automotive and consumer 
product sources. Figure 2.1 shows the relative contributions of various sources of PAHs 
estimated globally for 2004. Figure 2.1 also shows the contributions for several countries 
that produce significant amounts of PAHs. This figure is borrowed from Zhang and Tao 
(2009) and parenthetically shows the total contributions of all sixteen PAHs on the EPA's 
priority pollutant list. The pie charts divide each country's contributions into percentages 
by PAH source. It is significant to note that according to this study, the use of consumer 
products, including personal care products, household products, automotive aftermarket 
products, and adhesives, accounts for 35.1% of US PAH emissions. Automotive 
combustion accounted for 23% of US emissions and various industrial sources accounted 
for approximately 29.8% of US emissions. 
11 
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Figure 2.1. Relative contributions of PAH emissions by country and by emission source in 2004. The total atmospheric 
emissions are reported in parentheses. (Y Zhang and Tao 2009) 
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2.3.1 Industrial Sources of PAHs 
Industrial PAHs are predominantly formed during the combustion and pyrolysis 
of coal and oil used for power generation. These PAHs tend to have higher molecular 
weights and have between 4-6 aromatic rings in their structure, and are not often 
alkylated, meaning that they do not have attached carbon chains. There are numerous 
studies focusing on the industrial sector as a major source of PAHs. While the majority of 
those studies will not be addressed specifically in this review, a study radio-dating the 
PAHs present in Lake Michigan will be used as an example of the type of work being 
performed in this area. This study used radio-dating of sediment cores coupled with 
energy use data plotted by type to conclude that 80% of all PAH addition to Lake 
Michigan is petroleum-related and as the distance from the shore increases, coal and 
petroleum signatures disappear but wood burning signatures remain constant across the 
lake (Christensen and X Zhang 1993). This study indicates that PAH concentrations are 
especially heavy near industrial sources of contamination, but do appear in sediment far 
from natural sources of contamination. 
2.3.2 Point Sources of PAHs 
Since it has been widely acknowledged that PAHs posed a risk to humans and the 
environment, work has been done to show that PAH concentration in sediment can be 
traced back to increased urbanization. Van Metre, Mahler and Furlong (2000) examined 
sediment cores taken from seven reservoirs and three lakes in the United States. These 
cores were taken from locations that have undergone varying degrees of change in land 
use during the period between 1970 and 2000. This study explains that a shift in land use 
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from rural to urban use alone doesn't result in an increase in PAH concentration in the 
environment, but that the byproducts of urban growth outside of city centers, specifically 
an increase in vehicle miles traveled, have a strong influence in the increased 
concentrations of PAHs around city reservoirs and lakes. Similarly, Chalmers, Van Metre 
and Callender (2007) compared contamination in sediment cores collected in New 
England to show that there is a correlation between PAH concentration and urbanization, 
specifically citing the commercial, industrial and transportation (CIT) land use index and 
population density. Twenty-one sites were chosen in New England based on their land-
use gradient. Samples were taken from surficial streambed sediment, sediment cores and 
suspended sediment. The results show that there is an increasing gradient in the fallout of 
PAHs as the distance between Boston and each of the sites studied decreased. According 
to the study, when CIT land use exceeds 13% of total watershed area, the concentration 
of PAHs exceeds the probable effect concentration (PEC), a measure that was created to 
define levels of contaminants that should be considered a problem for an ecosystem. The 
PEC is defined as the concentration at which there are frequent effects evident in 
sediment dwelling organisms (MacDonald, Ingersoll, and Berger 2000). 
The studies by Van Metre and Chalmers indicate that there is a relationship that 
can be seen in sediment cores between increased use of land for commercial, industrial 
and transportation purposes and PAH concentration in the surrounding watersheds. Kose, 
et al., (2008) uses the presence of tri-terpanes (pentacyclic hopanes) to determine the 
source of PAHs in Okayama, Japan. These researchers were able to show using cluster 
analysis that PAHs originating from tires and asphalt made up the largest proportion of 
PAHs in the runoff samples collected near Okayama, Japan. Studies like those by Van 
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Metre, Chalmers and Kose show that, increasingly, sediment PAH concentrations are 
significant enough in areas populated by humans that their presence cannot be ignored. 
As previously mentioned, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons from point sources, 
specifically consumer products, could consist of 35% of all PAH emissions in the United 
States. Zhang and Tao (2009) suggest that the sources of these emissions are personal 
care products, aftermarket automotive products, household products and adhesives and 
sealants. These values were determined based on a per capita emission value determined 
from a per capita household consumption expenditure value. 
Destaillats (2008) presents a study showing a breakdown of the concentration of 
PAHs in dust from computers as a source for consumer product PAH emissions. Table 
2.2 details these results showing the indoor concentrations in smoking and non-smoking 
environments and the outdoor air concentrations in China. This table lists the 
concentrations of each of the 16 PAHs on the EPA's priority pollutant list as well as a 
total PAH value at the bottom of the table for each of the three studied environments. The 
values in Table 2.2 show that there is at least 8 ppm of total PAHs in the dust studied in 
all settings, indicating that the PAHs found are likely being emitted from within 
computers. These values are at least 3 ppm above the levels found in a study of typical 
residential indoor environments without computers. These values suggest that PAHs from 
consumer products could be a significant risk to humans. 
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Table 2.2. Concentration of PAHs in dust from inside computers in various settings 
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2.3.3 Natural Sources of PAHs 
The addition of PAHs to the environment through natural processes, or biogenic 
PAHs, is generally considered insignificant, due to the high levels of PAH generation in 
both the industrial and automotive sectors. However, production of PAHs does occur 
through pyrolysis and combustion during natural events such as forest fires and volcanic 
activity. PAHs are also produced during natural microbial processes. PAHs formed 
biogenically show less variation in chemical structure than those produced industrially 
(Boitsov, Jensen, and Klungsoyr 2009). 
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2.3.4 Determining Source using PAH characteristics 
Because PAHs are known to be potentially carcinogenic and because they have 
been shown to selectively adsorb to sediment, studies are being done to determine the 
specific sources and causes of PAH released into the environment. Prahl and Carpenter 
(1983) used sediment from the coast of Washington to show that PAH selectively adsorb 
to those solids and sediments that most similarly mimic the source of that PAH. For 
example, PAHs naturally originating from resin acids will adsorb to sediment originating 
from plant debris, while pyrogenic PAHs preferentially adsorb to low density particles 
that were of unidentified origin but resembled closely graphitized carbon and charcoal. 
Prahl and Carpenter also show that, because there isn't a clear relationship between PAH 
and carbon content in low density particles, it is likely that adsorption to these particles 
hinders equilibrium partitioning. Socha and Carpenter (1987) built on this work by 
showing that results from a PAH partitioning study in Puget Sound sediment don't 
support a two-phase, or sediment and porewater, equilibrium partitioning model. This 
study suggests that specific particle associations, as described by Prahl and Carpenter 
(1983), can help explain why PAH in sediment don't necessarily follow a two-phase 
equilibrium partitioning model. Instead, Socha and Carpenter (1987) saw a two-phase 
equilibrium when PAHs were present in sediment containing creosote, but found that that 
the two-phase equilibrium model did not describe a system containing soot or flyash 
particles. The PAHs present with the soot and flyash particles, resultant materials in a 
pyrogenic system, were less likely to be available for equilibrium partitioning. This study 
shows the direct link between PAH concentrations in the environment and the 
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combustion sources of their origin as well as some of the complexities of the sorption 
process between PAHs and solid surfaces. 
2.4 PAH Persistence in the Environment 
PAHs have been found to be particularly persistent in the natural environment, 
adsorbing readily to soil and sediment. Increased persistence in the natural environment 
indicates an increase of PAH exposure to animals in the environment. The detrimental 
effects of this exposure were outlined earlier in this chapter. Means, et al. (1980), showed 
that sorption capability was most closely related to effective chain length when compared 
to compound mass. Their work outlined a series of equations to predict the sorptivity of 
other hydrophobic compounds based on their findings(Means et al. 1980). It has also 
been shown that degradation of high molecular weight PAHs is particularly slow in an 
environmental setting (Perelo 2010). 
Morehead, et al. (1986), used radio-labeled PAHs to determine that PAH sorption 
affinity is inversely proportional to water solubility in purchased humic acids, but in field 
samples no clear correlation was seen between water solubility and sorptivity to 
sediment. Work done on sediment cores in Boston Harbor found that in-situ partitioning 
coefficients were higher than those determined in a laboratory setting indicating a higher 
sediment concentration and lower porewater concentration. This study suggests that 
pyrogenically derived PAHs, those present due to fossil fuel or wood combustion, may 
partition into porewater less than those derived from uncombusted petroleum products 
(S.E. McGroddy and Farrington 1995). Chiou, McGroddy and Kile (1998) later showed 
that differences between the calculated and observed partitioning of PAHs in sediment 
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were likely due to a similarity in aromatic traits between PAH and portions of the 
sediment organic matter (SOM). In other words, these compounds were adsorbing to the 
SOM because of similar solubility parameters, a position that is somewhat at odds with 
the work done by Morehead, et al. These discrepancies in the behavior of PAHs in 
sediment made it difficult to determine what was actually happening with PAH 
partitioning in sediment. 
The discovery of different types of organic carbon, including black carbon, 
located in sediment allowed for a better understanding of the partitioning of 
contaminants, including PAHs, within sediment. Black carbon is created during from 
partial combustion, or pyrolysis, and consists of coke, charcoal and soot (Ghosh 2007). 
Work performed in Boston Harbor showed that the presence of combustion-derived black 
carbon increased adsorption of PAHs onto sediment. This work solved a long 
unanswered question as to why contaminant adsorption wasn't following expected linear 
isotherms and why sediment-water partitioning coefficients, defined by KoC, were higher 
than theoretically expected. The soil organic carbon-water coefficient (KoC) is used in this 
study to describe the partitioning behavior of PAH with sediment because partitioning 
behavior in sediment is dictated by its organic carbon content. This study also asserted 
that PAH desorption from sediment is affected by black carbon concentration in the 
sediment, with lower concentrations causing much longer times for desorption than 
previously anticipated (Accardi-Dey and Gschwend 2002). 
Accardi-Dey and Gshwend (2003) re-examined the values determined by 
McGroddy and Farrington (1995) and found that the values reported for KoC by that study 
were higher than predicted values because of the presence of black carbon. Their work 
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showed that partitioning coefficients for black carbon adsorption (KBc) correlate better 
for sorption of PAHs than do previously determined KoC values and likely explains the 
discrepancy of data sets that previously didn't account for the effect of black carbon on 
sorption. 
Ghosh's (2007) work indicates the complexities of determining the partitioning 
coefficient for contaminants to sediment. This work suggests that, because of the effect of 
black carbon on adsorption, determining KoC requires a thorough understanding of the 
sediment in question. If the PAHs in sediment are actually bound to tar despite the 
presence of black carbon, the KQC could be dictated by sorption behavior normally seen in 
tar-only circumstances. Furthermore, because black carbon is made up of several 
different types of carbon, it is important to know the composition of the black carbon, 
specifically the proportion of soot to coke, to properly determine the sorption capacity. 
Finally, it is necessary to know the relative concentrations of PAH to black carbon. 
GHosh's study suggests that phenanthrene concentrations in sediment above 
approximately 1 ppm are generally unaffected by black carbon concentration. 
2.5 PAH Transport in Sediment 
It has been established that PAHs persist in the environment especially adsorbed 
to and in the pore water surrounding sediment. Once high levels of PAH have 
accumulated in the sediment, the PAHs will release slowly into water column. PAH flux 
within the sediment will occur via two different types of movement. PAHs will be 
transported by external forces such as bioturbation and macrophyte uprooting or via the 
physical mechanisms of diffusion and advection. Bioturbation refers to the mixing and 
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churning of sediment by organisms at the surface of the sediment. This mixing of the 
adjacent sediment with the overlying water creates a larger boundary layer, increasing 
flux between the sediment and the water column. Macrophyte uprooting occurs when an 
organism physically removes a plant and its roots from the sediment, causing not only 
higher flux at the interface of the sediment and water column, but also an increased flux 
from a lower layer of sediment due to the root advancement into the sediment. Diffusion 
is a process that is present in any system with a gradient in concentration from one region 
to another. Advection increases flux from sediment by bulk water movement from the 
sediment into the water column. Advection doesn't occur in every system, but greatly 
affects contaminant flux when present (Sharma 2008). 
A study performed by Greenberg, Burton, and Rowland (2002) observed the 
effect that upwelling (advection) and downwelling had on riverine pollutants, specifically 
chlorobenzenes. Upwelling is caused by porewater or groundwater discharging into 
surface water and downwelling is caused by surface water discharging into groundwater 
or porewater. Upwelling and downwelling were seen in multiple systems with movement 
varying based on changes in hydrologic condition, such as stream depth, groundwater 
recharge and water table level. This study shows that upwelling increases the amount of 
contaminant in the water column and that downwelling reduces the bioavailability of 
contaminants because the contaminant is forced into the porewater from the water 
column. This study shows the potential importance of using capping technology in 
upwelling as well as diffusion dominated systems, and the importance of studying a 
system's hydrogeologic conditions. 
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2.6 PAH Remediation Strategies 
There are three common ways to remediate contaminated sediment, dredging, 
capping and monitored natural recovery. Monitored natural recovery (MNR) consists of a 
deliberate decision to allow the environment's inherent ability to heal itself to occur 
while monitoring its progress. MNR is founded on the understanding that contaminants 
will either be covered with further sediment deposition or, over time, be broken down 
into smaller molecules, but the length of time required to reduce the concentration of any 
given contaminant varies greatly between not only contaminant, but also individual site 
characteristics. MNR is widely considered to be the most effective treatment technique at 
sites with a low risk to the greater environment, or to humans specifically, and with low 
levels of contamination because of the extended time required for degradation. 
2.6.1 Dredging and Excavation 
For sites with a higher risk to people and the natural environment, a more 
aggressive approach than monitored natural recovery is often pursued. Dredging is the 
most common way to remediate contaminated sediment that is in this high risk category. 
Dredging involves the physical removal of sediment from a contaminated location and 
treatment of the sediment ex-situ. The benefit of this process option is that it removes the 
contamination from the affected location; but, in all cases, dredging shifts the problem to 
another location, whether that location is a landfill, an incinerator or other treatment 
process. Furthermore, dredging requires an extensive understanding of the affected 
sediment layer, as it is important to remove not only the top layer of contamination, but to 
ensure that the new exposed layer of sediment doesn't have a higher concentration of 
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contaminant, only furthering the problem. Excavation is similar to dredging, but is done 
in a dry environment. Both excavation and dredging are expensive and their true 
effectiveness has come into question because of concerns about concentrations in lower 
sediment layers. In fact, according to Perelo (2010), half of the 20 sites studied didn't 
achieve their remediation goals and another quarter of the sites were simply too recently 
remediated to pass judgment regarding their success or failure. 
2.6.2 Capping 
Capping requires less capital investment and can be less destructive to the benthic 
organisms within the local ecosystem than excavation or dredging. A sediment cap acts 
as a material barrier between the contaminated sediment and the greater aquatic 
environment. This layer will either act solely as a physical barrier to hinder the release of 
PAHs into the benthic layer and open waters above or to also adsorb PAHs as they 
release from the contaminated sediment. The placement of a protective cap covers the 
contaminated areas that are subject to bioturbation and uprooting, removing those 
mechanisms for contaminant flux into the water column (Sharma 2008). 
Eek, et al. (2008) discusses the effect that a cap has on the diffusion of 
contaminants in a system. Figure 2.2 shows a representation of the effect that placing a 
cap on contaminated sediment has on the concentration of the contaminant throughout a 
system. Each of the systems discussed are broken down into bulk water, diffusive 
boundary layer, bioturbation zone and bulk contaminated sediment layers. The system on 
the left shows that diffusion is the main mechanism of contaminant transport in the bulk 
cap layer and the diffusive boundary layer, while in the bioturbation zone there is little 
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resistance to transport of the contaminant due to rapid mixing. The system on the right 
shows that the introduction of a bulk cap layer reduces the concentration of a contaminant 
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Figure 2.2. A theoretical representation of the effect that placing a cap has on the 
concentration of contaminant in a system (Eek et al. 2008). 
Eek, et al. (2008) used systems capped with limestone and gneiss. The calculated 
flux values through the caps were shown to be between 10 and 50% of the calculated flux 
for the limestone cap and between 63 and 96% of the calculated flux for the gneiss cap. 
The discrepancy in the flux between materials was explained as a lack of equilibrium in 
the system. This study also discussed the transient flux from capped sediment, defined as 
the time between initial capping and steady state in the cap, suggesting that contaminants 
can permeate through a cap within a matter of years, as is to be expected, but once a 
steady state flux is achieved, the contaminant's path to the water column must still travel 
through the diffusion controlled cap. As an example, Eek, et al., show that there is a 99.6 
to 99.8%o remediation efficiency, defined as the concentration in the boundary layer prior 
to capping as compared to after capping with a 20-cm inert cap, for dissolved 
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contaminants. This is remarkable because this assumes the use of an inert cap, while two 
of the three treatments in this study contain organoclay-based reactive caps that adsorb 
PAH while also controlling PAH diffusion, suggesting that their removal should be above 
a 99.6% removal efficiency. 
There are two prevalent types of capping techniques used for remediation, 
capping with bulk material, such as sand or organoclay, and capping with geotextile mats 
containing a reactive core. Using bulk materials is considered to be less intrusive to the 
local ecosystem than the use of geotextile mats because bulk material allows some ability 
for organisms to move between the original sediment and the sediment surface, while 
geotextile mats increase the isolation of organisms from the original sediment (Means et 
al. 1980). Choosing the correct technology for a specific site requires a full understanding 
of the options at the site as well as the characteristics of the site. Figure 2.3, adapted from 
Sharma (2008), shows many of the necessary variables to consider when determining the 
proper technology to use for treating a site. The top box of the figure shows the important 
site parameters which determine the overall effectiveness of a treatment, the bottom box 
shows some of the potential parameters for a treatment. The box on the left shows 
potential amendments to mats and possible bulk materials and the box on the right shows 
some of the intended outcomes of this type of treatment. 
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Figure 2,3. A generalized picture of variables considered in choosing and deploying 
a capping technology, (After Sharma 2008) 
Sediment capping isn't a new technique, with the first examples of sediment caps 
appearing in 1978. Table 2.3 shows some examples of previous capping projects that 
used a variety of capping materials and techniques for remediation (Azcue, Zeman, and 
Forstner 1998). Table 2.3 details the location of each project, the project name and the 
original reference of the work. The first and second columns describe the project name 
and the location of the project. The third column describes either the sorbent used in the 
study, if one was used, or the method of remediation used. This study found that using a 
layer of coarse sand with an average thickness of 35 cm in Lake Ontario produced a 
significant decrease in the vertical fluxes of several heavy metals when compared to 
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uncapped portions of the lake, as demonstrated by porewater concentrations ranging from 
100 to 1000 times the concentrations in the overlying water. The capping projects 
described by Azcue, Zeman and Forstner (1998) are examples of using sand as a capping 
material. Studies have subsequently explored the use of other, more active sorbent 
materials. Jacobs and Forstner (1999) propose the use of naturally occurring zeolites as a 
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sorbent material used for capping, specifically for removing Pb . Their study used batch 
laboratory experiments to demonstrate that sorption isotherms will depend on the type of 
zeolite used, and depending on the zeolite used, there is the possibility of adsorbing 9.1 
9+ 
mg of Pb per gram of zeolite used. While zeolites are used in this study to adsorb lead, 
zeolites are often pre-treated with cations that allow for interaction with non-polar 
contaminants. 
Table 2.3. Previous capping projects and the sorbent used within the cap. 
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Zimmerman, et al. (2004), proposed the use of activated carbon as a sorbent 
material to remove polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and PAHs in contaminated 
sediment. Their studies showed a reduction of 83% PAH uptake onto semipermeable 
membrane sampling devices (SPMD) when exposed to activated carbon, suggesting that 
the activated carbon reduces the availability of PAHs in the aqueous phase. These studies 
by Zimmerman, et al., and Jacobs and Forstner have shown that use of reactive materials, 
such as zeolites and activated carbon, are viable pathways to sequester heavy metals in 
the environment. 
Work to optimize the reactive materials used to adsorb harmful metals and 
compounds in the environment has led to several companies releasing materials that are 
made specifically for the remediation of these substances in the natural environment. Of 
late, efforts to use naturally occurring sorbents have led to use of smectite minerals . 
CETCO Remediation Technologies, an Illinois-based environmental and construction 
technology firm, released a line of geotextile mats, called Reactive Core Mats, that 
contain various active materials that will uptake PAHs and other harmful substances from 
aquatic systems (CETCO 2010). Bullock (2007), a representative of CETCO, presented a 
paper regarding the use of organophilic clays to remediate subaqueous sediment, 
suggesting that because of its high amount of surface area, organophilic clays can adsorb 
up to 60% of their own weight. AquaBlok, Ltd, released a bulk material made of 
organoclay that can be spread above contaminated sediment to work as a reactive cap to 
quarantine the contaminated sediment below from the water column on top of the bulk 
material. AquaBlok published a test report that references Lothenbach's laboratory work 
showing that montmorillonite readily absorbs PAHs onto its cation exchange sites based 
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on electrostatic interactions. This study shows that AquaBlok's material is proven as an 
effective sorbent (AquaBlok, Ltd. 2004a). Lothenbach (1997) also indicates that un-
exchanged montmorillonite readily loses the adsorbed heavy metal when exposed to 
barium. When the montmorillonite is pre-exchanged with aluminum, the adsorption 
capacity of the montmorillonite increased five times. This data infers the assumption that 
montmorillonite has similar properties in a real-world situation. Based on the increased 
absorption capacity suggested by Lothenbach, it is likely that AquaBlok uses a pre-
treated monmorillonite as its active sorbent. 
Work performed by Sharma (2008) determined the effect that humic acid, fulvic 
acid and natural organic matter (NOM) have on the sorption capacity of PAHs onto 
activated carbon and organoclay treatments. The study found that the introduction of 
Aldrich humic acid reduced the sorption of phenathrene to activated carbon, but found 
that there was no effect on adsorption to organoclay in the presence of two types of 
humic acid, one type of fulvic acid, or one type of NOM. However, a significant reducing 
effect was shown on the adsorption of phenanthrene to organoclay in the presence of an 
extracted porewater from the Hudson River. This porewater was characterized as high in 
humic acid when compared to water used from the Passaic River. The water used from 
the Passaic River showed little effect on the adsorption of phenanthrene. This data 
suggests that the performance of organoclay-based treatments, such as the AquaBlok and 
amendments in the reactive core mats, might be detrimentally affected by the presence of 
high levels of humic acid in sediment. This same work also showed that in the presence 
of humic acid, pyrene requires as much as 100 hours for equilibrium in the presence of 
humic acid, as compared to 72 hours in the presence of the sorbent alone. This effect is 
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explained by the blocking of the interlayer spacing of organoclay in the presence of 
humic acid. 
2.7 In-situ sediment sampling techniques 
2.7.1 Sediment centrifugation 
The most fundamental way to sample a system for contaminants is to remove the 
sediment from the system, remove the porewater from that sediment and analyze the 
porewater for the existence of the contaminants. This system is an example of active 
sampling and a common way to perform this type of sampling is with sediment 
centrifugation. Sediment cores are removed from the system and centrifuged to separate 
the sediment from the porewater. The porewater is then drawn off, extracted with organic 
solvents and analyzed using chromatography (S.E. McGroddy and Farrington 1995). This 
type of sampling requires a large volume of sediment from the system causing the system 
to be changed simply by sampling for the contaminant. 
2.7.2 LDPE strip sampling 
LDPE strip sampling uses low density polyethylene (LDPE) strips that are 
introduced into sediment as a sorbent material for PAHs. This sampling method does not 
require the removal of any sediment and allows for longer-term sampling than the all-at-
once requirements of active sampling. LDPE strips can be placed in a system and 
removed from the system with limited disturbance in the system. These strips are 
attached to metal frames to ensure that they are properly exposed to the maximum 
amount of porewater. Unfortunately, the insertion of these LDPE strips attached to metal 
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frames requires some disturbance to the system and requires a significant amount of 
access to the area to be sampled. Furthermore, long required equilibrium times (1-60 
days) makes LDPE sampling a much better alternative for use in a long-term field 
monitoring scheme (Booij, Hoedemaker, and Bakker 2003). 
2.7.3 SPME sampling 
The preferred method for passive sampling when minimal invasion is necessary 
and short equilibrium times are desired is solid phase microextraction (SPME). Reible, et 
al. (2008), recently demonstrated the use of fused silica fibers when analyzing for 
sediment porewater contamination. Reproducibility of the method was found to be at 
least 75%) with instances often above 90% reproducibility. Steady state for PAHs in water 
was less than a day and about a week with the bare fiber in sediment. 
2.8 Summary 
All of this information provides a solid foundation for a field-simulated column 
test of three different capping techniques, sand, CETCO reactive core mats and 
AquaBlok bulk organoclays. This simulation will attempt to address the relative merits of 
a bulk material vs. a mat as well as a sand cap vs. an engineered organoclay. 
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3 METHODS AND MATERIALS 
3.1 Column Construction 
Three soil columns were constructed, using 6-inch clear PVC piping, specifically 
for this study to simulate the intended use of each of the three different capping 
techniques selected. Each column was cut to a specific length to accommodate the layers 
necessary for each type of treatment. The Sand column was cut to 48", the AquaBlok to 
37" and the RCM to 32". A diagram showing the exact specifications for each column 
including the location of sample ports is shown in Figure 3.1. The columns were tapped 
with a Vi" NPT thread and sample ports and plumbing ports were constructed. The 
sampling tube used in the first column experiment is shown in Figure 3.2. This tube 
consists of a lA" stainless steel tubing closed off on one end and attached to a ball valve 
assembly on the other. The sample port tubing was machined with slits every XA" for the 5 
inches of the tubing. Figure 3.3 shows a close-up of the slits machined into the sampling 
tube. The sampling tubes were inserted through a cord grip into the column and the cord 
grip was tightened around the sampling tube to create a proper seal. 
The sampling ports for the second column experiment consisted of a V£" hex 
reducing nipple attached to the same ball valve seen in Figure 3.2. The end of the ball 
valve was fitted with a steel cap with a hole drilled in the center. A septum and three 
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Figure 3.1. Layout of each sediment column based on treatment: a) Sand column, b) 
AquaBlok column with glass beads, c) reactive core mat column (not to scale). 
The inside of the clear PVC column was coated with a 5-mil Teflon tape to 
protect against PAH adsorption to the PVC surface. The columns were loaded following 
the layering plan indicated in Figure 3.1. Each column was attached to its own dedicated 
Eldex Laboratories 1LM metering pump using lA" Teflon tubing set to operate at 0.368 
mL/min. This flow rate was determined from a known real-world flow rate of 0.0368 




Figure 3.2. Sampling tube that was inserted into the column for the first experiment. 
For the second experiment the tube was removed and the valve was connected 
directly to the column. 
Figure 3.3. Slits spaced 1/4" apart for 4.75 inches of the sampling tube for the first 
experiment. 
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3.2 Tracer Study 
Once constructed and loaded, each column was subject to a tracer study to 
determine the uniformity of the flow through the column. A solution of 500 mg/L NaCl 
solution was run through the columns at the column study flow of 0.368 milliliters per 
minute for four hours. After four hours, the influent was returned to RO water. A 
peristaltic pump was attached to the effluent of each column and set to dispense 10 mL of 
effluent every 3 hours into a fraction collector. Conductivity measurements were taken 
from the samples collected in the fraction collector and plotted to determine the extent of 
dispersion through the column. 
3.3 Chemicals 
The PAHs used in this study are the 16 PAHs designated as priority pollutants by 
the EPA. This list includes naphthalene, acenaphthylene, acenapthene, fluorene, 
phenanthrene, anthracene, fluoranthene, pyrene, benzo(a)anthracene, chrysene, 
benzo(b)fluoranthene, benzo(k)fluoranthene, benzo(a)pyrene, dibenzo(a,h)anthracene, 
benzo(ghi)perylene, and indeno(l,2,3-cd)pyrene. A standard mix of these PAHs created 
by Supelco (Bellefonte, PA) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). 
Acetonitrile was used as a desorbing solvent and was purchased from Fisher Scientific. 
3.4 Column Materials 
The AquaBlok formulation ET-1 used in the AquaBlok column as a sorbent for 
PAHs was acquired from AquaBlok (Toledo, OH). The AquaBlok formulation is made 
up of a proprietary aggregate core surrounded by polymer-substituted bentonite clay. A 
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general representation of an individual AquaBlok particle is shown in Figure 3.4a and a 
collection of AquaBlok particles is shown in Figure 3.4b. This collection is representative 
of what a layer of AquaBlok particles will look like when applied in the field previous to 
wetting. 
Figure 3.4. (a) The theoretical function of an AquaBlok particle, (b) A photograph 
of a collection of AquaBlok particles. 
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Figure 3.5. A diagram of the dimension and generic construction of a reactive core 
mat manufactured by CETCO (CETCO 2010). 
The reactive core mat used in the RCM column was manufactured by CETCO. 
Figure 3.5 shows a representation of how a CETCO reactive core mat is constructed. The 
RCM mat is composed of two layers of geotextile sandwiching a layer of high loft 
polypropylene mesh. The bottom geotextile layer is constructed from a 70-AOS 
nonwoven geotextile fabric; the top is constructed from 40 mesh woven geotextile. The 
active treatment agent for the RCM is an organoclay (PM-199), which is evenly 
distributed throughout the propylene fibers in the mat core. The RCM contains a 
distributed amendment density of 0.8 lb/sf. The sand for all three soil columns was 
washed sand that passed through 4-mesh, acquired from Ossipee Aggregates. Gravel used 
in the influent zone of each of the columns and geotextile used to separate layers of the 
column were provided by Dr. Jeffrey Melton of the University of New Hampshire. The 
Teflon tape used inside the columns was purchased from CS Hyde Company (Lake Villa, 
IL). The optical fiber coated with poly-dimethyl siloxane (PDMS) and covered with 
nylon that was used for column sampling, part number SPC200/300, was purchased from 
Fiberguide Industries (Stirling, NJ), and is shown in Figure 3.6. 
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tef/fit or Nylon Buffer 
Plastic Clad (PDMS) 
Silica Cory 
Figure 3.6, A representation of a typical SPME fiber (Anon.). 
3.5 SPME Preparation 
3.5.1 First Column Experiment 
For the first column experiment, SPMEs uncovered with nylon were used. These 
SPMEs were prepared by placing the SPME into an acetonitrile bath for 24 hours to clean 
the SPME. Once cleaned, a vial was labeled and loaded with 10 cm of cleaned SPME 
fiber cut into 1.5 cm sections. 
3.5.2 Second Column Experiment 
Before sampling, SPMEs must be prepared for use. Fused silica fibers coated with 
poly dimethyl siloxane (PDMS) and a nylon cover were cut to a length of 45 cm for 
sediment port sampling and 35 cm for all other port sampling. Sediment port SPMEs 
were cut 10 cm longer than SPMEs for all of the other ports. The extra length on the 
sediment SPMEs allows for a longer needle to be inserted into the column to protect the 
SPME from irregularities in the sediment. This is necessary due to excessive fiber 
breakage during insertion into the column. 
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It is necessary to remove the nylon covering from the active portion of the SPME 
to expose the PDMS coating on the silica core. A propylene glycol bath is heated to 
approximately 160°C and the SPMEs are submerged 12.5cm deep in the bath for at least 
20 seconds to loosen the nylon from the silica core. Once the nylon is loosened, the nylon 
is removed by pulling the sheath from the core. The newly exposed silica end of the 
SPME is placed into an acetonitrile bath for 24 hours to clean the exposed portion of the 
SPME. Once cleaned, the SPMEs are ready for sampling. 
3.6 Sampling Procedure 
3.6.1 First Column Experiment 
Each column was tapped with sample ports in the influent zone, the sediment 
zone, the treatment zone when possible, and the effluent zone. For the first column 
experiment, each sample port was sampled two times per week during the sampling run. 
Samples for the first experiment were taken by placing a plastic syringe on the end of the 
ball valve assembly, opening the valve and slowly pulling 10 mL of liquid into the 
syringe. The valve was then closed and the volume in the syringe was discarded. The 
valve was reopened and fluid was allowed to dispense into the vial. 
3.6.2 Second Column Experiment 
During the second experiment, each SPME was loaded into a 4" brass tubing used 
for sampling. The tubing was sanded to a point on one end and was used to puncture the 
sample port and clear the way for the SPME to be exposed to the porewater in each layer. 
Once the needle was completely inserted into the column, the SPME was held stationary 
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while the needle was removed, leaving just the SPME in the column. The SPME was 
kept in place for 48 hours to ensure full equilibrium in the system. After 48 hours, the 
needle was replaced over the SPME and the whole apparatus was removed from the 
system. 
3.7 Column Operation 
3.7.1 First Column Experiment 
The sediment was placed into the column as a minimally-disturbed core to further 
attempt to re-create a real-world contaminated environment. The sediment was inserted 
into the columns without losing a significant amount of sediment though a minor amount 
of sediment was lost due to its sticking to the sides of the column despite the Teflon 
coating. While it was not addressed in this study, it is possible that the loss of sediment 
along the sides of the column caused an amount of preferential flow up the sides of the 
column. 
Complications with the pumping of the provided site water caused multiple pump 
failures during the operation of the experiment (Table 3.1). Table 3.1 is a re-creation of 
the entries in the column log book. The cumulative running time and volume were 
calculated from the times in the log book entry column. The samples recovered column is 
not cumulative and indicates the samples recovered at each sampling. These pump 
failures caused a staggering of results from each column, but were compensated for by 
extended running time at the end of the experiment. It is possible that the instability of 
the system with respect to flow attributed to some of the variability in data experienced 
during the first column experiment. 
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Table 3.1. Runtime characteristics of the first column experiment. 
Entry Date and 
Time 
9/1/09 3:00 PM 
9/8/09 1:30 PM 
9/9/09 2:00 PM 
9/10/09 3:00 PM 
9/14/09 4:20 PM 
9/15/09 3:30 PM 
9/16/09 2:00 PM 
9/16/09 2:30 PM 
9/17/09 2:00 PM 
9/17/09 2:30 PM 
9/17/09 5:20 PM 
9/18/09 2:00 PM 
9/22/09 3:30 PM 






















































































































































AB Stopped (no 
flow) 
Entry Date and 
Time 
9/23/09 4:30 PM 
9/24/09 9:20 AM 
9/28/09 6:00 PM 
9/29/09 2:00 PM 
10/2/09 3:00 PM 
10/8/09 4:30 PM 
10/9/09 4:30 PM 
10/13/09 4:30 PM 
10/16/09 4:30 PM 
10/20/09 10:15 AM 
10/21/09 10:15 AM 
10/21/09 12:00 PM 
10/23/09 1:30 PM 
10/23/09 5:30 PM 


































































































































Entry Date and 
Time 
10/30/09 1:30 PM 
11/2/09 10:15 AM 
11/5/09 4:00 PM 
11/6/09 1:30 PM 
11/9/09 2:30 PM 
11/11/09 2:30 PM 
11/13/09 4:15 PM 






























































































3,7.2 Second Column Experiment 
The second column experiment was performed during the fall of 2010. As 
previously stated, in this experiment, sediment from Puerto Rico was blended with 
sediment from the Gowanus Canal in Brooklyn, New York to create a more consistent 
sediment for sampling PAHs. To minimize pump failures, and because the second 
experiment was not intended to duplicate specific real world aqueous conditions, 
laboratory-produced reverse osmosis water was used. During this phase of the research, 
the sampling method was changed to direct SPME injection into the column. An SPME 
exposure time of 48 hours stayed the same between the first and second column 
experiments. 
The sampling for the second column experiment used 200um-diameter fused 
silica fibers coated with a 50um layer of polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS), which were 
inserted into the column using an 8-inch copper tubing that has a 890um inner diameter 
to minimize the amount of liquid loss while inserting the SPME. While coated fused 
silica is an effective passive sampler, which is why it is commonly used as an SPME, it is 
also brittle causing excessive breakage concerns, especially while using such a small 
diameter. In fact, these fibers are sold with a nylon covering to provide a layer of 
protection against their brittleness. 
Inserting the silica fibers without them breaking off into the column was one of 
the most difficult techniques in this experiment. Of the 108 samples taken during the 
experiment, 10 samples were prematurely broken off in the column, a failure rate of 
9.25%. Added to that, 37 samples were broken during the insertion process of the SPME 
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fibers into the column, pushing the failure rate to 43.5%. A "success in the column" rate 
of 90.75%, meaning that 9 out of every 10 SPMEs that make it into the sampling port are 
recovered, is manageable, but the failure rate of 43.5% from SPME preparation to 
column suggests that this procedure could likely be improved. It is important to decrease 
this failure rate so that less preparation time is necessary and so that there are fewer 
failures once the SPME is placed on the column, ensuring more samples can be analyzed. 
It is likely that increasing the diameter of the SPME would cut down on the failure rate of 
the SPMEs, while potentially providing a larger surface area for sampling. 
3.8 Sample Extraction 
3.8.1 First Column Experiment 
For the first experiment, the sample was left to equilibrate in the vial containing 
the sample and fibers for 48 hours. The SPMEs were then removed from the sampling 
vial and placed in a desorption vial filled with 100 uL of acetonitrile. These vials were 
left for at least 7 days to allow for desorption of the PAHs. The vials were then run on the 
analytical equipment with the settings described later in this section. 
3.8.2 Second Column Experiment 
For the second experiment, each SPME used for sampling was broken up into 
pieces that were approximately 1cm in length and were placed into 1 mL of acetonitrile 
in a 2mL vial. Samples were left for 7 days to ensure proper desorption of the sample into 
the acetonitrile. 
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3.9 Sample Analysis 
Samples were then run on a Waters high-performance liquid chromatograph 
(HPLC) coupled with a 2475 Fluorescence Detector and a 2996 Photo Diode Array 
(PDA) ultraviolet detector. The column used with this system was a SUPELCOSIL LC-
PAH column, 15cm long and 4.6mm in diameter with a 5um packing. Fifty microliters of 
sample were injected onto the column. The system was set with a mobile phase gradient 
program during analysis: 2 minutes of 1:1 acetonitrile to water ratio at 0.1 ml/min, 
followed by 3 minutes of 1:1 acetonitrile to water ratio at 1 mL/min, followed by 100% 
acetonitrile at 40 minutes and 5 minutes of 100% acetonitrile to finish the run. The 
fluorescence detector was set with an excitation wavelength of 280nm and an emission 
wavelength of 420nm and the PDA detector was set with an excitation and emission 
range of 200-400 nm. 
3.10 Detection Levels 
Detection levels were determined based on the eight standards run in triplicate 
previous to analysis on the HPLC. Detection levels were determined to be the level of the 
standard at just above which detection was no longer possible for a given PAH 
compound. The detection levels used for both experiments are shown in Table 3.2. While 
detection levels are reported for 14 PAHs, only four PAHs will be considered for the first 
experiment, phenanthrene, anthracene, fluoranthene and pyrene. These four PAHs proved 
to be the only PAHs that had concentrations that were reliably reported for the sediment 
layer of the column as well as reportable results for at least a portion of the samples taken 
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from the sand layer of the column. For this reason, the results and discussion of this study 
will focus on these four compounds. 
Table 3.2. Porewater detection levels for each PAH. These values 
represent the standard level that had the lowest detected 


























3.11 Fiber to Porewater Concentration Conversion 
The results of each experiment include a conversion of the results from the 
concentration in the acetonitrile in the sample vial to the concentration of the PAH in the 
porewater of the column. This calculation is shown in Equation 3.1. 
Equation 3.1. Conversion used to change from the concentration in acetonitrile to 
the porewater concentration. Adapted from Reible, et al. (2008). 
. , . _x fiber concentrattoning I mL) 
porewater concentration(ng I mL) = = 
Kf(dim) 
(concentration in solvent, ng I mL) * (solvent volume, LLL) 
(fiber sorbent density, LLL I cm) * (fiber length, cm) 
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The log Kf value in the denominator of Equation 3.1 is a fiber-water partitioning 
coefficient that is unique to each PAH and is temperature-dependent. The values of Kf 
used for each PAH in this study along with the source for the value used are listed in 
Table 3.3 along with reference for each value in the table. 
Table 3.3. Fiber-water partitioning coefficient (Kf) values used in 































(Kopinke, Porschmann, and Georgi 1999) 
(Kopinke, Porschmann, and Georgi 1999) 
(ter Laak, Barendregt, and Hermens 2006) 
(ter Laak, Barendregt, and Hermens 2006) 
(ter Laak, Barendregt, and Hermens 2006) 
(ter Laak, Barendregt, and Hermens 2006) 
(ter Laak, Barendregt, and Hermens 2006) 
(ter Laak, Barendregt, and Hermens 2006) 
(ter Laak, Barendregt, and Hermens 2006) 
(ter Laak, Barendregt, and Hermens 2006) 
(ter Laak, Barendregt, and Hermens 2006) 
(ter Laak, Barendregt, and Hermens 2006) 
(ter Laak, Barendregt, and Hermens 2006) 
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 First Column Experiment 
Sampling of each port during the first column experiment proved to be a 
straightforward process. Twelve of the 13 ports sampled readily flowed when the ball 
valves were opened. The remaining sampling port, from the sediment layer of the 
AquaBlok column, had to be sampled using a vacuum pump attached to the sample port. 
Samples drawn from the sediment and sand layers of the column contained a variable, but 
often significant portion of solids in the lmL aliquot taken. Table 2.1, located in the 
literature review chapter of this report, shows some of the physical properties of the 
PAHs studied, including the solubility constant for each compound. 
4.1.1 First Column Experiment Results 
The results from the first column appear in Table 4.1. This table shows the 
porewater concentrations for the four PAHs in question for the first column experiment. 
Non-detects are reported as ND and samples that showed peaks below the detection level 
and could be integrated are shaded. There were 36 possible sample types for this 
experiment, broken down into 3 different columns with three different sampling ports and 
four different PAHs analyzed. The data for the glass sampling ports on the AquaBlok 
column and the influent sampling ports on all three columns were ignored for this table. 
Table 4.1 shows that none of the sample ports had a reported value for each sampling. 
Looking at the usable data row for each column, which indicates the number of data 
points that were present in the analysis that were above the detection level, it becomes 
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clear that there are few usable data points from the experiment. In fact, only 10 out of a 
possible 36 sample types considered, or 27 percent of all sample types, had results for 
more than half of the sampling events throughout the experiment. Twenty of the 36 
sample types reported (56%) had three results or fewer over the course of the experiment 
and six types (17%) had between 3 and 6 reported results. 
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The total mass of the 14 polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons that were above the 
detection limit on the instrumentation was analyzed to determine whether any variability 
of the results from each individual column and PAH could be seen. The average sediment 
porewater concentration, as seen in Figure 4.1, shows an order of magnitude variability 
between the RCM and Sand columns and between the Sand and AquaBlok columns, and 
a two order of magnitude difference between the AquaBlok and RCM columns. While 
there is great variability in the sediment porewater concentrations in these columns, the 
results seen in the RCM and Sand columns reflect the hypothesis that organoclay-based 
columns will be more effective at removing PAHs from the system. 
Figure 4.1 shows that the AquaBlok column has a lower average sediment 
porewater concentration in the sediment layer than the sand layer. There are several 
potential explanations for this anomaly. The first of which is that the sediment layer, 
which for the purposes of this experiment has been considered an infinite source of 
PAHs, should not be considered an infinite source and that the decrease in concentration 
from the sediment layer to the sand layer is simply a transfer of the bulk of the 
contamination in the system from the sediment through the AquaBlok treatment to the 
sand layer. This is an unlikely explanation because the AquaBlok treatment has been 
designed to retain any contamination that it encounters and has been proven to do so in 
experiments detailed in literature (Bullock 2007). It is also unlikely that the bulk 
contamination is being transferred to the sand layer because if the sediment was actually 
being exhausted by the flow of the water, the results would show a steady decrease in 
sediment porewater concentration over time while the sand layer concentration would 
steadily increase over time. Figure 4.2 shows that, while the sand concentration is higher 
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than that of the sediment, there is no steady increase in sand concentration or decrease in 
sediment concentration in any of the curves. 
1000.00 




Figure 4.1. Average removal of the total sum of the thirteen PAHs analyzed for each 
treatment during the first column experiment. 
The second explanation considered for why the sand layer of the AquaBlok 
column contains a larger amount of PAHs when compared to the sediment layer is that 
the sediment sample taken is not representative of the concentration of the whole 
sediment core. This is the only sample point that didn't readily flow when the sampling 
port was opened, which could mean that the sample port was placed in a location of 
especially impermeable sediment within the sediment layer. This dense layer of sediment 
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is likely why it was necessary to use a vacuum pump to sample that port. It is not 
uncommon to have this type of heterogeneity when using minimally-disturbed sample 
cores. The resulting sample aliquot may have contained fewer PAHs than the surrounding 
sediment because there was less porewater near the sampling area and much slower 
desorption from the sediment. It is also possible that the use of the vacuum pump affected 
the recovery of PAHs from the sediment, especially those that might volatilize under the 
pressure difference between the column and the environment introduced by the pump. 
Figure 4.2 shows porewater concentrations in the AquaBlok column over the full 
period of the experiment for each of the studied PAHs. The concentration values reported 
are porewater concentrations in each of three sampled layers: sediment, sand and effluent. 
Each line in each figure represents a sample port in the AquaBlok column. Missing 
values were ignored in plotting the lines in these figures. Throughout the experiment, the 
concentration of acenaphthene in the sand layer of the AquaBlok column was higher than 
that in the sediment layer. This trend is repeated with anthracene and fluoranthene in 
Figures 4.1b and 4.1c. Because a similar trend is not seen with the results of these 
compounds in either the RCM or the Sand column (Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4), it is likely 
that this was not a systemic problem with the experiment, but a problem with that specific 
sampling port. It is important to note that the sediment sampling port on the AquaBlok 
column is the only one that required sampling using a vacuum pump to extract the 
porewater from the column. It is unclear what, if any, effect this alternative sampling 
method had on the observed porewater concentration for this specific port. 
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Figure 4.2a-d. Selected results for (a) phenanthrene, (b) anthracene, (c) 
fluoranthene and (d) pyrene from the AquaBlok column during the first column 
experiment. 
The results from the RCM column (Figure 4.3) are laid out similarly to Figure 
4.2, with porewater concentration in the Y-axis and each line representing a sample port 
in the RCM column. The RCM column reports a significantly higher concentration of 
PAHs in the sediment in comparison to either the AquaBlok or Sand column. Once the 
column reached steady state, the sediment concentrations appear to have leveled off and 
the concentration of phenanthrene, anthracene, fluoranthene and pyrene in the sand layer 
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are two orders of magnitude below that of the sediment layer, indicating at least 99% 
removal of the PAHs from the column. 
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Figure 4.3. Selected results for (a) phenanthrene, (b) anthracene, (c) fluoranthene 
and (d) pyrene from the RCM column during the first column experiment. 
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Regardless of the explanation for the nearly two-fold difference in sediment 
concentration between the RCM and AquaBlok columns, the significant difference in 
sediment concentration does cause difficulty when comparing the efficacy of each 
treatment. The sediment concentrations in the AquaBlok column were either barely above 
or below the detection limit of the instrument. Considering that the organoclay-based 
treatments in this study have shown treatment levels above 90% removal, it is not 
possible to determine whether or not that performance is actually occurring in the system 
when the highest concentration in the system, the sediment concentration, hovers around 
the detection limit. It is necessary to load more mass on the HPLC column to properly 
determine the performance of the AquaBlok column. 
The porewater concentrations in the Sand column are plotted in Figure 4.4. This 
figure shows the results over the full period of the experiment for all four PAHs. The 
concentration values reported are porewater concentrations in each of three media: 
sediment, sand and effluent. Each line in each figure represents a sample port in the Sand 
column. Missing values were ignored in plotting the lines in these figures to allow for a 
continuous plotting line. Similar trends to those seen in the RCM column are present in 
the Sand column: there is a smaller separation between the sediment and sand layers in 
the Sand column than those seen in the RCM column. The porewater concentrations in 
each sample port of the Sand column show significantly less removal between the 
sediment and sand layers than do the results from the RCM column. The results also 
show some of the same variability seen in the AquaBlok results. It was hypothesized that, 
because of its lower adsorption affinity, the Sand column would show a lower percentage 
of removal for the PAHs analyzed, which is consistent with these findings. 
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Figure 4.4. Selected results for (a) phenanthrene, (b) anthracene, (c) fluoranthene 
and (d) pyrene from the Sand column during the first column experiment. 
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4.1.2 Average PAH Removal 
Average PAH removal for each treatment was analyzed to determine if each 
treatment showed indications of PAH removal over the course of the experiment. 
Removal for the purposes of this study is defined as the difference of porewater 
concentration between the sediment layer before treatment and the sand layer after 
treatment. Figure 4.5 shows the average treatment removal for each of the three columns 
organized by PAH compound. Figure 4.5a shows that in the RCM column, there was a 
99%, or 2-log, decrease in the amount of phenanthrene from the sediment layer to the 
sand layer. Figure 4.5b shows a 90%, or 1-log, decrease in the RCM column and about a 
50%, or 0.5-log, decrease in the Sand column for anthracene. More than 2-log removal 
was seen for fluoranthene (Figure 4.5c) and pyrene (Figure 4.5d) in the RCM column and 
more than 1-log removal was seen in the Sand column. These results, coupled with 
results from the literature, suggest that the treatments are successful at containing PAHs 
from sediment. 
Solid-phase microextraction devices are often used for in-situ passive sampling to 
allow for minimal disturbance of the system being studied. In this experiment, the 
SPMEs were adsorbing PAHs from an aliquot taken from the system instead of being 
exposed to the full system. Because the SPME was exposed only to an aliquot from the 
column, the maximum mass of PAHs from each sample that could be introduced onto the 
column was the mass that was present in the aliquot. Instead of being exposed to at least 
1 liter of porewater when sampling the column directly, the SPME, over a 48-hour 
sampling period, was subject to only the 1 mL of porewater present in the aliquot, 
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Figure 4.5. Average porewater concentration for (a) phenanthrene, (b) anthracene, 
(c) fluoranthene and (d) pyrene during the first column experiment. 
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4.1.3 First Column Experiment Summary 
Due to several systemic problems, the results from the first column experiment do 
not allow for comparison between the each of the treatments. The first problem of note 
that was a significant difference between the porewater concentrations in the sediment 
layers in each of the columns. Because these sediment concentrations varied so widely, it 
is difficult to directly compare treatment efficiencies, especially because the AquaBlok 
column showed a lower concentration in the sediment layer than the sand layer. Each of 
these sediment cores were loaded into the columns as undisturbed cores from different 
coring locations at the same real-world site. The inconsistency seen in the results for each 
of the sediment layers suggests a major concern with using undisturbed real-world 
sediment: it is naturally heterogeneous. This heterogeneity must be considered not only 
when designing column experiments but also when designing contaminant treatment 
regimes in-situ. 
The second problem discovered in this column experiment was the lack of mass 
that adsorbed to the SPME sampling fibers. This lack of mass translated into a low 
loading onto the HPLC column, which made detection of the concentrations in the 
porewater inconsistent. The lack of mass on the SPMEs coupled with the variability of 
the sediment concentrations contributed to some of the wide variability as well as 
undetectable PAH concentrations in the sand and effluent layers. With little concentration 
shown in the sand and effluent layers, it is difficult to make an accurate deterimination 
regarding the efficiency, or lack thereof, of removal of PAHs from the system. 
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4.2 Second Column Experiment 
4.2.1 Tracer Study 
A tracer study was performed using a 4-hour pulse of sodium chloride solution on 
each of the three columns in this study. This study consisted of introducing a high 
conductivity solution into the system and monitoring the effluent coming through the 
system to determine how close the system is to a plug-flow reactor, meaning that the 
increased conductivity in the system would break through in a non-dispersed fashion. The 
measured conductivity during the study for the RCM column is plotted in Figure 4.6. The 
vertical line represents the estimated time to breakthrough for the salt solution based on 
column dimensions and flow rate. The conductivity of the system was monitored to 
measure the sodium chloride concentration in the column. There are some initial 
increases in conductivity, which could be due to a few significant preferential pathways 
in the system, possibly related to the edges of the reactive mat which isn't sealed against 
the column wall. The measured conductivity shows a significant increase approximately 
3.4 days after the introduction of the salt solution. Based on the flow rate of the system 
and the total volume of the system, it was expected that the conductivity would reach the 
effluent portion of the column after approximately 3.4 days This indicates that, while 









Figure 4.7. The cumulative measured conductivity during the AquaBlok column 
tracer study. 
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Figure 4.7 shows the results from the concurrent tracer study performed on the 
AquaBlok column. While this study shows a similar curve to that of the RCM column 
with a significant conductivity increase at 3.4 days, it should be noted that the difference 
in conductivity on either side of that significant increase is minimal, suggest that the 
AquaBlok column is less representative of a plug flow reactor with dispersion. 
4.2.2 Second Column Experiment Results 
For the second experiment, five PAHs were fully analyzed and presented in this 
section: the four previously mentioned in the first column experiment, phenanthrene, 
anthracene, fluoranthene and pyrene, as well as acenaphthene. The higher molecular 
weight PAHs that were non-existent in any of the samples during the first column 
experiment did show up consistently in sediment samples during the second experiment, 
but not consistently in the samples taken from the sand sampling port. 
In performing the second column experiment, the goal was to improve in three 
areas: pump performance, better reliability in sampling and increasing the consistency of 
the sediment PAH concentrations by mixing the sediment caps allowing for better 
analysis of the performances of the columns. The first column experiment was halted 
several times due to piston and seal fouling, as can be seen in the notes of Table 3.1. For 
the second experiment, the system was not halted for this type of problem, showing 
improvement in the first goal. The Eldex pumps clearly are optimized for clean water and 
it is unlikely to expect better performance with real-world water unless it is filtered 
previous to injection into the pump. 
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The second reason to perform the second column experiment was to obtain a 
better level of reliability in sampling. Table 4.2 shows the results for the second column 
experiment. Samples with no concentration detected are reported as ND for non-detect. 
Samples with values below the established detection limit but that were recognized by the 
instrumentation are reported with approximate values based on instrument calibration and 
are shaded. These values represent an approximate value for these sampling events, but 
should not be considered precise values. These below detection limit values were used in 
the figures in this section as a representation of likely concentration values. Based on the 
number of ND values and the instances of shading, it is apparent that there were fewer 
results below each PAH's detection limit, especially in the sediment layer, but also in the 
sand and effluent layers, allowing for more precise evaluation of the amount of removal 
possible for these treatments. The third goal, making sediment concentrations more 
consistent, was achieved by mixing the sediment cores into a more homogenous mixture 
before dividing the mixture between each of the columns. 
Figure 4.8 shows the combined PAH concentration for each layer of each column. 
These results suggest that there is enough mass on the SPMEs to successfully analyze the 
porewater from the experiment. It is also clear from this figure that there is much more 
consistency between the three sediment layers than in the first experiment. These results 
also show greater removal for both the AquaBlok and RCM columns when compared to 
the Sand column and better removal for the AquaBlok column as compared to the RCM 
column. 
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Figure 4.8. Average porewater concentration of the sum of all 13 PAHs analyzed for 
each column in the second column experiment. 
Figure 4.9 shows the porewater concentrations over the duration of the second 
column experiment for each of the five PAHs in the AquaBlok column. The 
concentrations are reported for the sediment, sand and effluent sampling ports. It is clear, 
when comparing the results of the second column experiment to those of the first column 
experiment presented, that there is a significant difference between the concentrations 
seen in the sediment and those seen in the overlying sand layer. This greater consistency 
in values allows for a better understanding of how each of the treatments is performing in 
each of the columns. The results in Figure 4.9 show that at least 90% and in many cases 
nearly 99% of the PAHs studied were removed from the pore water and retained within 
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Figure 4.9. Porewater concentrations for (a) acenaphthene, (b) phenanthrene, (c) 
anthracene, (d) fluoranthene and (e) pyrene for each sample port in the AquaBlok 
column during the second column experiment. 
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Figure 4.10 shows the porewater concentration for each PAH in the sediment, 
sand and effluent ports for the duration of the second column experiment in the RCM 
column. Similar removal can be seen in Figure 4.10 for the RCM column, especially with 
phenanthrene, anthracene and pyrene, where this is a removal of nearly 99% of the PAH 
over the duration of the experiment. For acenaphthene, there appears to be around 90% 
removal over the duration of the experiment, while the results for pyrene show 
inconsistencies in the beginning of the experiment, but smoothing of the data toward the 
end of the run, indicating that the treatment was likely removing at least 99% of the 
pyrene by the end of the run. 
The results for the porewater concentrations of each PAH over the duration of the 
second experiment for the Sand column (Figure 4.11) show a larger inconsistency in the 
sediment data as well as the sand data. Some of this inconsistency is due to the fact that 
there was an initial time at the beginning of the experiment in which the concentration 
data in the sand layer of the Sand column had not reached steady state as the flow 
through the column had not transported any PAHs from the contaminated sediment layer 
to the level of the sampling port in the sand layer of the column. Until the column 
reached a steady state for PAHs in the sand, there would be a higher percentage removal 
reported than was truly happening. For each of the PAHs considered for this column, the 
concentration of the PAH in the sand by the end of the experiment was approaching the 
concentration in the sediment, in the cases acenaphthene, phenanthrene and anthracene 
within a half-order of magnitude. This suggests that if the columns were run for a few 
more weeks, the Sand column would reach a steady state and likely show no more 
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removal, indicated by the concentration in the sand layer being equal to that of the 
sediment layer. 
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Figure 4.10. Porewater concentrations for (a) acenaphthene, (b) phenanthrene, (c) 
anthracene, (d) fluoranthene and (e) pyrene for each sample port in the RCM 
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Figure 4.11. Sediment porewater concentration over time for (a) acenaphthene, (b) 
phenanthrene, (c) anthracene, (d) fluoranthene and (e) pyrene for each sample port 
in the Sand column during the second column experiment. 
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The results seen in Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show some instability in the sand and 
effluent samples, especially toward the beginning of the experiment. When looking at the 
results plotted versus time, it's important to note how much volume has progressed 
through the system. In order to express this concept, volume will be shown using the 
number of bed volumes that have flowed through the system. A bed volume was 
determined using an estimated porosity of 0.4 for the sediment and sand layers and a 
porosity of 0.38 for the treatment layers, an average of the porosities provided in 
AquaBlok literature for typical AquaBlok formulations (AquaBlok, Ltd. 2004b). Table 
4.3 shows the cumulative pore volumes throughout each layer of the columns. At a flow 
rate of 0.368 mL/min, 530 mL flowed into the column per day. This rate of flow indicates 
that a bed volume flowed through the system approximately every three days for the 
organoclay-based columns and every 6 days for the Sand column. The length of the entire 
second column experiment was 26 days. During those 26 days, just over six bed volumes 
flowed through the sand column and 12 bed volumes flowed through the organoclay-
based columns. 



































Table 4.4 shows the porewater concentration results for the larger PAHs seen in 
this study, benzo(a)anthracene, chrysene, benzo(b)fluoranthene, benzo(k)fluoranthene 
and benzo(a)pyrene, which showed consistent sediment levels above the detection limit 
and few sand layer values above the detection limit. Samples with values below the 
established detection limit but that were recognized by the instrumentation are reported 
with approximate values based on instrument calibration and are highlighted in magenta. 
Samples that were non-detects are reported as the level of the detection limit for the sand 
port and as the average sediment concentration for the sediment port, allowing for 
determination of a minimum percent removal, reported in the third column for each PAH. 
These values represent an approximate value for this sampling port, but should not be 
considered precise values. These below detection limit values were used in the figures in 
this section as a representation of likely concentration values. There was no data for 
acenaphthylene, naphthalene, benzo(ghi)perylene, dibenzo(a,h)anthracene or 
indeno(l ,2,3-cd)pyrene. 
While the results for the sand and effluent layers were below the lowest porewater 
detection level, not allowing for an accurate quantitative analysis of the removal of these 
PAHs, it was apparent that there is removal happening for these compounds in each of 
the treatments. In an attempt to quantify a minimum percentage of removal, the detection 
level value was substituted for each non-detect for the sand value, and a percentage 
removal is reported in the third column for each PAH (Table 4.4). Blank cells indicate 
anomalous samples where the sediment concentration was lower than the sand 
concentration. While an exact % removal cannot be determined by substituting the 
detection limit in as the sand value, it is clear that for benzo(a)anthracene, chrysene, 
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benzo(b)fluoranthene and benzo(a)pyrene, at least 99% removal is achieved for these 
PAHs. Benzo(k)fluoranthene does show percent removals above 75% but doesn't show 
any removals above 90%. This could be due to the fact that the average sediment 
concentration is within one order of magnitude of the detection level, making the 
detection level a poor substitute for sand concentration in this case. 
The goal of this study was to investigate the performance of AquaBlok and 
CETCO reactive core mats compared with sand in removal of PAH removal the 
advective flow of water through each column. Figure 4.12, Figure 4.13, and Figure 4.14 
show the percentage of removal of each of the PAHs between the sediment and sand 
layers for the AquaBlok, RCM and Sand columns, respectively, over the course of the 
experiment. It is important to note that the vertical scales in each figure are different. 
While there is some natural variation in the data in Figure 4.12, it is significant to show 
that at no point during the experiment on the AquaBlok column did the percent removal 
between the sediment and the sand layers drop below 97% removal, and only for 
acenaphthene did the percent removal even drop below 99.5%. 
The RCM column (Figure 4.13) also showed encouraging results. Three sample 
points showed a less than 90% removal in the column. Two of the samples, taken on 
September 27, 2010, are most likely attributed to an error in equipment which allowed for 
solvent to volatilize and escape within the sample vial varying significantly the volume of 
acetonitrile and the PAH concentration in each vial. This error was isolated to the 
September 27 sampling event and is not likely to have had any effect on the results of any 
of the other samples taken. 
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Figure 4.12. PAH removal over time for the AquaBlok column during the second 
column experiment. Note: the scale in this figure is different than that for the RCM 
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Figure 4.13. PAH removal over time for the RCM column during the second column 
experiment. Note: the scale in this figure is different than that for the AquaBlok and 
Sand columns. 
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The results from the Sand column do not readily support the hypothesis of this 
study that the Sand column would show limited removal of PAHs. For the first month of 
the experiment, it appeared that the sand was sufficiently removing PAHs at a similar 
level as both the AquaBlok and RCM columns, as seen in Figure 4.14. After this initial 
period, however, removal of the PAHs dropped at a significant rate, going from 
effectively 100% removal for acenapthene to 71% removal, and continued for the 
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Figure 4.14. PAH removal over time for the Sand column during the second column 
experiment. Note: the scale in this figure is different than that for the AquaBlok and 
RCM columns. 
The apparent removal shown in the beginning of the experiment is likely 
explained, at least in part, by the construction of the columns. The sampling port for the 
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sand layer in the RCM and AquaBlok columns was placed approximately 1 inch above 
the treatment, and 5 inches below the sand-effluent interface, for a total of six inches of 
sand in each column. However, in the Sand column the sand sampling port is located 
approximately 1 inch from the sand-effluent interface and a full 23 inches above the 
sediment layer. This was done to account for the use of sand as a capping layer and a 
treatment in itself, providing baseline information for what can be achieved when using 
traditional sand capping. 
It takes approximately 21 hours for the flow to move from the bottom of the sand 
interface to the sampling port in the AquaBlok and RCM columns. The Sand column, as 
set up, didn't account for the transition time to a steady state flux of PAHs through the 
sand layer, which would take approximately 20 days for the initial flow of contaminated 
porewater to reach the sampling port in the sand column, 23 times as long as the 
AquaBlok and RCM columns. An improvement to this column setup would be to include 
a sampling port at the bottom of the sand as well as at the top of the sand to properly 
show the relative effectiveness of a sand cap as well as to be able to compare PAH levels 
in the sand that is proximate to the treatment and to the beginning of the sand layer. It is 
also possible, because the system was kept at room temperature, that biodegradation of 
the PAHs by organisms located in the sediment and sand layers was responsible for some 
of the removal of PAHs in the system. 
4.2.3 Effect of Change in Sampling Procedure 
One of the main concerns with the first sampling method was the lack of mass 
that was adsorbing onto the SPMEs. 
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Figure 4.15 shows the average sediment porewater concentrations for the five 
PAHs studied during the second column experiment. While the sediments in the two 
studies weren't identical making direct comparison impossible, each of the sediment 
layers in the second experiment was within an order of magnitude of each other, a notable 
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Figure 4.15. Average porewater concentration for five PAHs during the second 
column experiment. 
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A direct comparison between the masses of PAHs found on the SPME fibers is 
shown in Figure 4.16. This figure shows the greater level of consistency of the second 
sampling method over the first as each of the average values for the PAHs in all of the 
columns are within an order of magnitude of each other. The mass of PAHs on the SPME 
fibers from the first column experiment show a range of two orders of magnitude 
between the columns. 
4.2.4 Mass of PAHs on Treatment 
The concentration data determined from the flow column experiment was used to 
determine the estimated mass on each type of treatment based on a constant flow rate of 
0.002 cm/min. The calculation of the mass on each type of treatment used the average 
sediment port concentration for each treatment, as seen in Figure 4.15, and each 
individual sand port concentration found at each sampling. This method accounts for 
differences in sand concentrations throughout the experiment and allows for a more 
accurate representation of the sediment concentration. As Table 4.5 shows for the second 
column experiment, the AquaBlok and RCM columns were within approximately 110 jag 
of total PAH on the treatment, which is to be expected with similar removals and similar 
average sediment concentrations. The Sand column has 1.04 mg fewer PAHs in the sand 
based on the mass data in Table 4.5. This difference in mass shows the lack of removal of 
the non-engineered sand capping material when compared to the organoclay treatments. 
The 1.04 mg that made it through the sand cap is an equivalent of 40 |ng of PAH per day 
and the equivalent of 36 ug per cm of column area over the length of the experiment. 
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Figure 4.16. Average mass of PAHs on the sampling fibers for (a) experiment 1 and 
(b) experiment 2. 
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Table 4.5. Mass of each PAH in milligrams for e a d i type of treatment. Calculated 
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Figure 4.17 shows PAH mass on each type of treatment graphically with each 
chart representing a different PAH. The plots in Figure 4.17 show the departure of the 
Sand column from the organoclay columns and indicate just how similar the treatment 
was for each of the organoclay-based columns. This is especially true when looking at 
acenaphthene, phenanthrene, fluoranthene and pyrene, but the RCM column has a high 
level of removal of anthracene, higher than either of the AquaBlok or Sand columns, 
which show similar levels of loading. 
Based on data provided by CETCO on the mass of organoclay per square foot of 
ET-1 treatment mat, it is estimated that there are 56 grams of organoclay in the section of 
mat placed in the RCM column. Similar calculations with data provided by AquaBlok, 
Ltd., yields a mass of 187 grams of organoclay in the 1 inch of AquaBlok placed in the 
AquaBlok column. The density of the sand was assumed to be 2.65 g/cm3 and the total 
mass of the sand was calculated to be 29.5 kg. The resulting mass of PAH per gram of 
treatment is shown in Figure 4.18. The curves look similar but it is important to note the 
scale of each column. The AquaBlok and RCM columns showed similar levels of 
removal, but the RCM showed a higher level of removal per gram of treatment than did 
the AquaBlok at the end of the experiment: 61 mg of acenaphthene per gram of RCM and 
18 mg per gram of AquaBlok. The Sand column, as expected, with 150 times more mass 
than the AquaBlok column showed a significantly lower level of removal per gram of 
treatment than either the AquaBlok or RCM with 0.96 mg of acenaphthene removal per 
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Figure 4.17. Mass of PAH on each treatment charted by PAH: (a) acenaphthene, (b) 




















When discussing the loading of PAHs on the treatment, it is important to take into 
account the surface area of each type of treatment because the interaction between the 
PAH and the treatment is based on the available surface area of the treatment. Table 4.6 
shows the estimated surface area of each type of treatment based on values found in 
literature. The estimated surface area of each type of treatment in this study is calculated 
in the last column based on provided estimates of organoclay mass in each treatment. 
Though there is little difference in estimated surface area between both types of 
organoclay, there is a significant increase, nearly 1000-fold, in surface area between the 
two organoclay treatments and a typical sand treatment layer. Based on treatment mass in 
each column, there was a similar amount of surface area between the sand and CETCO 
reactive mat, but nearly 4 times as much surface area in the AquaBlok column. The 
AquaBlok column's advantage in available surface area may explain some of its greater 
effectiveness in removing PAHs from the system when compared to the RCM column. 
With similar available surface areas, the importance of the presence of organoclay in the 
RCM column when compared to the sand column in removing PAHs from the system is 
evident. 
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^AquaBlok, Ltd. 2004a) 
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 (Bullock 2007) 
3
 (Schamban et al. 2002) 
4.2.5 .Treatment Loading Rates 
In Table 4.7, treatment loading rates are compared to values that were previously 
determined in the UNH laboratory (unpublished) in batch isotherm studies. For the 
AquaBlok column all four of the reported loading rates for the column and batch were 
within one order of magnitude of each other, indicating similar performance. However, 
the phenanthrene loading rate for the RCM column and the anthracene loading rate for 
both of the organoclay-based columns showed a significantly higher loading than was 
seen in the batch study. These results highlight a central purpose of conducting column 
studies for these systems: PAH compounds are only sparingly soluble, so their aqueous 
phase concentrations are small. Conducting batch studies with low aqueous 
concentrations limit the ability to test the capacity of the reactive material, while 
sediment column studies with high levels of contamination allow significantly greater 
loading onto reactive materials. 
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Table 4.7. Treatment loading rate values after 7 days from this study and a previous 


















































5.1 Summary of Results 
The objective for this research was to analyze the ability of three types of 
sediment capping materials, sand and two different types of engineered organoclay, for 
their effectiveness at removing polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons from porewater in the 
presence of real world sediment using solid phase microextraction (SPME) as a passive 
sampling system. The experiments were run in a vertical flow column to mimic 
upwelling or advection. Upwelling is the worst case scenario for sediment contamination 
in a natural system and is typical in coastal systems. The flow rate chosen was 
approximately 10 times the rate of advection found in the system where the sediment in 
this study originated. The columns were loaded with a gravel base, a sediment layer, the 
treatment layer and a sand layer to mimic potential deployment in a natural system. 
Samples were gathered using fused silica fibers coated with PDMS, extracted using 
acetonitrile and analyzed using HPLC with a fluorescence detector. 
The experiments performed in this study specifically focused on acenaphthene, 
phenathrene, anthracene, fluoranthene and pyrene as the PAHs analyzed due to their high 
level of response on the HPLC. Use of fused silica fibers coated with PDMS acted as a 
passive sampler that provided concentrations for the five PAHs studied in the nanogram 
per milliliter range, which is well within the detectable range of an HPLC. 
The experiments performed in this study showed expected results of high levels of 
PAH contamination in the porewater of the sediment that was then removed from the 
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aqueous phase by each treatment studied. The AquaBlok organoclay particles showed a 
removal of at least 99% of PAHs throughout the second experiment, while the reactive 
core mat manufactured by CETCO showed a removal of at least 90% of PAHs through 
the life of the second experiment. It is possible that the difference in removal of PAHs 
between the CETCO mat treatment and the AquaBlok bulk treatment is due to the fact 
that the bulk treatment expanded in the AquaBlok column upon hydration, closing off 
any pathway along the wall of the column, but that pathway was left open in the RCM 
column because the reactive mat isn't designed to expand on hydration. The CETCO 
treatment did show a higher level of removal per gram of active treatment. This 
difference is due to the amount of organoclay loaded in each treatment; the AquaBlok has 
approximately 3 times the active treatment material compared with the reactive mat. 
There was no visible reduction in the performance of either the RCM or 
AquaBlok columns and was a less than expected drop-off for the Sand column through 
the 35 days of operation of the second experiment. It is expected that the Sand column 
would begin to show lower levels of performance with a longer operation time for the 
column when the PAHs reach a steady state in the sand layer of the Sand column. 
5.2 Suggested Future Work 
While this study successfully determined its goals of proving the effectiveness of 
organoclay treatments in sequestering PAHs in an upwelling scenario, it does suggest 
areas where more work is necessary. It is important to determine the time to breakthrough 
for these treatments, an accurate PAH loading rate of each treatment and a conclusive 
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determination of whether the system was affected by short circuiting due to the presence 
of preferential pathways in the system. 
The following is a list of recommended actions based on the results of this study: 
• Run the columns for an extended length of time to determine a time to 
breakthrough, which will also help determine an estimated PAH loading rate for 
each type of treatment 
• Study the distribution of the PAH contaminants in the different layers of the sand 
cap to determine the actual effectiveness of sand as a sequestering layer. 
• Use a more effective and more reliable procedure to properly determine the 
whether these columns approach the performance of a plug flow reactor. Using an 
electrical conductivity detector attached to an automatic data logger in the effluent 
of the column would allow for more frequent sampling the variability in sampling 
of the fraction collector 
• Use a color-based tracer in the clear columns to qualitatively determine the 
dispersion through the reactor. 
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